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Ceramics









Barren surplus

infinite yarn in every living room in your gut telling you

Every sky

Every camera


Everything never asked for


Burned ashes


in perfect French, the underbelly of a robotic

Lawn mower Joissance

Ghost in the ghost 


munich by proxy

I love you because I love stories


What was that for


Burned ashes




The sound of a spitting satellite splitting, I’m not here, older, aged, 
such as it was, all but an unmended rose, blips, keep having to relive only
select goodbyes turned goodbye turned wishing
Wishing marble lookalike tile samples rain down onto all but another derelict
relation to somebody else 
yet also me



4. Imagined songs part 1 



I fail to recall where and when I lost once more. Not here and there were you were, saying 
all the words I’m dreaming. 
Interface
I try to try to acknowledge a relationship where I can’t be the object I desire I desire insist 
forth terrifying numbers of aspirations. Twice of wanting
even less peripheral
Context
viscous and tentative, backgrounds now only still and frozen in bleak heartbroken sorts of 
ways. All is before me not yet finally between us there at some approximate point without
Paying attention 
cuticles once more one late evening when I take your picture. 
I will have never in the end ended up reaching a state of consistency involving travel where 
it’s successfully succeeded by all rests, like a tangent, 
a concentrated tangent. 
Concentrate 
Homer Simpson
I will have meant for this artifice to be painted using references to a pirated text. picked
drooping down from within cuffs, 
cuticle-obsessive hands clenching free bouquets, 
walking up to a very funny door, failing to communicate any sort of fantastic sense of 
immanence, softened delta muscles, disengaging transactions.
I never saved a single one cause, it’s just cause it made me.

We’re both not scarecrows. The mathematical shape emits bats according to a 
timer. It has to be november. 




